
ICON Its vertical, clean, elegant shape, just 45 cm wide, will immediately catch your eye

A sophisticated, iconic line, a surface to be admired and touched, 
RADIALIGHT DUAL TERM technology, the warm embrace of radiant 
heating, the efficiency of convection.
You can now have all of this in a single product, or rather, two, in ice 
white and anthracite grey, with ICON.

Be sure you have a real piece of furniture in your favourite room.
Protruding only 45 cm, the ICON radiant panel will heat you and 
your loved ones to the core, using radiant technology certified by 
Radialight and with a design that will not be out of place in any room 
you want to try it in.



ICON contains DUAL-THERM technology 

that is two different heating systems in a 

single product: convection makes it possible 

to quickly reach the required comfort level 

in the room while radiant heating ensures 

that the front surface transmits constant and 

even comfort.

The electronic thermostat provides intelligent 

heat management automatically reducing 

consumption when the temperature reaches 

the required level.

• Easy and practicle weekly programming with 3 different pre-set 
programs to suit your lifestyle.

• Indication of  the ideal energy saving comfort temperature.

• Powercheck function to find out exactly how much electricity was used 
during the last 24 hours or 7 days .

• Selection of  4 different working modes : Comfort , Eco, Frost Protection, 
Weeekly programming.

• Possibility of  safety lock of  controls.

With its user friendly keypad ICON allows to have a quick and easy 
access to the radiator control features.

ICON 7 white ICON 7 grey ICON 10 white ICON 10 grey ICON 15 white ICON 15 grey ICON 20 white ICON 20 grey
  Ean Code 8019250936023 8019250936061 8019250936221 8019250936269 8019250936429 8019250936467 8019250936627 8019250936665

 Dimensions in cm.
 (W x H x D)

45 x 95 x 10,5 45 x 95 x 10,5 45 x 110 x 10,5 45 x 110 x 10,5 45 x 150 x 10,5 45 x 150 x 10,5 45 x 180 x 10,5 45 x 180 x 10,5

  Power @ 230V 750W 750W 1000W 1000W 1500W 1500W 2000W 2000W
 Overall thickness
 product installed (cm.)

12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5

   Net Weight (Kg) 7,9 7,9 11,2 11,2 14,8 14,8 18,2 18,2

  Cable Length (cm.) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

  Colour ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey ice white anthracite grey

Heating Style

Features and Technical Data

Control System

ICON is available in 4 different models with power from 750 to 2000W, suitable for rooms from 5 up to 30 square meters.
Two colors: ice white and anthracite grey, both with satin finish. A bathroom kit, separately supplied as an accessory, can be adapted to suit all the versions. It’s made up 
of 2 aluminium towel holders and a bathrobe hook. ICON will become a towel rail in your dream bathroom.

ECODESIGN Lot20 Compliant IP24
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